Summary Cytogenetics studies in 12 specimens of Gymnothorax ocellatus reveled a diploid chromosome number of 2nϭ42 (16 metacentrics, 18 submetacentrics and 8 acrocentrics). The nucleolar organizer regions were located in a terminal position on the long arm of the chromosome pair number fifteen. Conspicuous blocks of constitutive heterochromatin were observed in the centromeric and pericentromeric regions of some chromosome pairs. The results obtained are similar to those previously described for others species of this family. However, the cytogenetic informations may be useful in the identification of a possible variety of this species in Brazilian coast and contribute to the understanding of relationships among the species and the process of diversification which occurred in this group.
Materials and methods
Cytogenetic analysis were performed in 12 specimens (8 males and 4 females) of Gymnothorax ocellatus, collected in the Ubatuba Bay (São Paulo), Brazil. Fishes were identified and were deposited in the fish collection of the Laboratory of Fish Biology, UNESP, Botucatu, São Paulo, Brazil. Chromosome preparations were obtained from lymphocyte culture following the technique described by Fenocchio and Bertollo (1988) . C-banding was obtained following the method of Sumner (1972) and preparations for silver-staining of the nucleolus organizer regions followed the technique proposed by Howell and Black (1980) . Chromosome morphology was determined on the basis of arm ratios as proposed by Levan et al. (1964) and the chromosomes were classified as metacentrics (M), submetacentrics (SM), subtelocentrics (ST) and acrocentrics (A).
Results and discussion
The specimens of Gymnothorax ocellatus analyzed presented 2nϭ42 chromosomes, being 8 pairs of metacentrics, 9 pairs of submetacentrics and 4 pairs of acrocentrics (Fig. 1) . No chromosomal differences related to the sex were observed. The same and very conservative diploid number of chromosomes was also observed in other species of family Muraenidae analyzed so far; thus, Gymnothorax eurostus (Takai and Ojima 1986) , Gymnothorax kidako (Nogusa 1960) , Gymnothorax reevesi (Shoubai et al. 1991) , Gymnothorax unicolor (Deiana et al. 1990) , Muraena helena (Cau et al. 1988) , Muraena paradalis (Takai and Ojima 1986) , and Sideria picta (Ojima 1985 , Rishi 1973 all have 2nϭ42 chromosomes. However, differences in the karyotypic formula were observed for those species (Table 1) .
The specimens of G. ocellatus analyzed presented a maximum number of two chromosomes with NORs (pair 15) located in the terminal position on the long arm (Fig. 1) . The NORs showed to be similar to those found in other species analyzed until now in this family, in which only one chromosomes pair was found to be involved with the nucleolar organization (Takai and Ojima 1986 , Cau et al. 1988 , Deiana et al. 1990 ). The differences found were due to the chromosomes involved with the NORs. It is considered that the NORs can constitute a quite useful cytological marker and a decisive element for the identification of the species of this group.
The identification of constitutive heterochromatin by C-banding revealed the occurrence of small heterochromatic segments in G. ocellatus (Fig. 2) . Small differences were observed in the patterns obtained by Deiana et al. (1990) for G. unicolor. The presence of small heterocromatic segment located in the pericentromeric area of a metacentric chromosome pair in G. unicolor was also observed in G. ocellatus.
It is considered that further studies involving other samples and other species of this genus should be very important for a better understanding of the taxonomic and phylogenetic relationships in this group. 
